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GENERAL INFO

DESIGN

INSTALLATION

MAINTENANCE

WEATHERBOARDS

PROFILES

CROSS SECTIONS

DIRECTORY

INST
ALLA
TION
THE FOLLOWING TOOLS SHOULD
COVER MOST SITUATIONS: CHALK
LINE, SPIRIT LEVEL, HAMMER,
BATTERY DRILL, TIN SNIPS, HACK
SAW, CIRCULAR SAW WITH AN
ALUMINIUM CUTTING BLADE,
JIGSAW, CAULK GUN, APPROVED
SEALANT.
Prior to installation of the window & door joinery:
+ Building wrap to exterior walls & flexible
flashing tape system to window & door joinery
openings.
+ Inner section of internal or external corner
flashings.
+ Wall starter between internal or external
corner flashings or vertical board jointer.
+ Inner soffit clip (if being used).
+ Ulltraclad weatherboards up to the bottom of
the windows.

+

SYSTEM INSTALLATION

This section of the literature should be read in
conjunction with the installation details. For each
section of wall to be clad, repeat the following steps:
STEP ONE: The selected building wrap and
flexible sill and jamb tape system must be
installed by the building contractor in accordance
with the manufacturer’s instructions prior to the
installation of the rest of the Ulltraclad Aluminium
Cladding system.

Following installation of window & door joinery:

STEP TWO: Wrap must be lapped 75mm
minimum at horizontal joints and 150 mm
minimum over studs at vertical joints. Particular
attention must be paid to the installation
of the building wrap and sill and jamb tapes
around window and door openings to ensure
a continuous seal is achieved and all exposed
timber wall framing in the opening is protected.
All penetrations through the building wrap must
be sealed and joints sealed or lapped 150mm.

+ Window flashing cut & surround window.
+ Ulltraclad weatherboards up to the top of the
windows and doors.
+ Ulltraclad head flashing if required.
+ Remaining Ulltraclad weatherboards.
+ Outer soffit clip (if being used).
+ Outer section of internal/external corner flashing.

STEP THREE: To start, use a chalk line to set
a reference line 45mm up from the underside of
the bottom plate, making sure the line is level
and continuous around the building. This line will
be used for the installation of the wall starter
which will overhang the under side of the bottom
plate by 50mm. Reference: illustration 2
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STEP FOUR: If there is more than one starting level on
the building, work from the lowest point up to the next
level and try to get the joint in the boards to coincide
with the higher starter. Some adjustment of the starter
positions may be required to achieve this.
Measure the height from the underside of the bottom
plate to the underside of the soffit. Cut the soffit clip
base and fix to the structure. If the wall to be clad is
longer than 6m, cut a vertical board jointer to the height
of the wall plus 50mm and fix to the wall framing at the
selected location ensuring the jointer is plumb.
STEP FIVE: If the wall has a door opening in it, cut a
section of window flashing to the height of the joinery
unit and fix to the wall.
STEP SIX: Measure between the soffit clips and cut
the starter strip 40mm less than this measurement.
Fix the starter strip to the bottom plate using the
reference line as the set-out point for the top of the
starter. Leave a 20mm gap between the starter strip
and the soffit clips at each end. This gap is important
as it acts as a drain point for any moisture that may
enter the wall. At the top of the wall, fix the inner soffit
clip to the wall framing. Reference: illustration 1, 2 & 3
STEP SEVEN: Measure between the soffit clips
alignment stop legs and cut the first weatherboard
to this dimension less 8mm. Fit the weatherboard
over the starter strip so it securely clips in place.
Leave a 4mm gap at each end and secure the top
of the weatherboard to each stud with locator
clips. Depending on installation requirements use
25mm x 8g type pan head stainless steel screws,
25mm x 2.5mm galvanised clouts OR 25mm x 8g
self drilling metal screws. At the centre of the board
(approximately), put a bead of sealant adhesive on the
bottom of locator clip before fitting it to the board.
This acts as a hold for expansion. Carry on installing
the weatherboards up to the underside of a window
opening, securely locating the bottom of each board
over the locator clip and fixing the top of the board to
each stud as detailed. Reference: illustration 4 & 5
STEP EIGHT: If a section of the weatherboard
overhangs the window opening, cut away this section of
board and fix the weatherboard in place. Note: Do not
install a locator clip at the window opening at this stage.

STEP NINE: Cut a length of sill flashing to the width
of the window opening and secure along the back
edge. Measure from the bottom of the sill flashing to
the top of the window frame and cut a jamb flashing
to that length. Cut out the side of the jamb flashing
so it sits over the board and finishes flush with the
bottom of the sill flashing.
STEP TEN: Bend the bottom of the back face of the
jamb flashing forward to divert any moisture away
from the building paper. Repeat for both sides of the
window. Once the jamb flashing has been installed, the
weatherboard locator clip can be installed.
STEP ELEVEN: Complete the weatherboard installation
up to the top of the window or door opening following
instructions previously given. The aluminium window
and door joinery and associated head flashings
must be installed in accordance with the joinery
manufacturer’s instructions.
STEP TWELVE: At the top of the window or door,
measure and cut a length of head flashing 160 mm
longer than the width of the window or door frame.
Cut the bottom of the channel in 70mm from both
sides. Fold the channel floor down 90° and trim to
20mm in length. Install the head flashing with the fold
fitting into the jamb flashing channel.
STEP THIRTEEN: Cut the next weatherboard to fit
inside the head flashing channel. Apply a continuous
bead of sealant along the cut edge and fit the board in
place. Install the remaining weatherboards to complete
the installation. Reference: illustration 6
STEP FOURTEEN: Once all weatherboards have been
installed, cut the vertical soffit clip top and secure in
place. Measure and cut the horizontal soffit clip to finish
tight between the vertical soffit clips and secure in
place. Reference: illustration 7&8

CUTTING ULLTRACLAD ALUMINIUM
WEATHERBOARDS
When cutting Ulltraclad Aluminium Weatherboards with a
circular saw, apply a strip of masking tape to each side of
the cut to prevent the paint surface from being damaged.

MAIN
TENA
NCE
BUILDING OWNERS ARE RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF ULLTRACLAD
ALUMINIUM CLADDING. ANNUAL
INSPECTIONS MUST BE MADE TO ENSURE
THAT ALL ASPECTS OF THE CLADDING
SYSTEM, INCLUDING FLASHINGS REMAIN IN
A WEATHERPROOF CONDITION.
Any damaged areas or areas showing signs of
deterioration which would allow water ingress, must
be repaired immediately. Sealant and the like must be
repaired in accordance with the sealant manufacturer’s
instructions.
Regular cleaning (at least 6 monthly) of the powder
coating with water and a mild detergent is required
to remove grime, dirt and organic growth, to maximise
the life and appearance of the cladding. When cleaning
powder coated surfaces, proceed as follows:
Carefully remove any loose deposits with a wet
sponge. Use a soft, non-abrasive brush and a mild
detergent solution to remove dirt, salt and other
deposits. Rinse off with clean water.
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SCALE 1 : 1

SCALE 1 : 1

WEATHERBOARDS
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UA 4917
140mm
Tee Weatherboard

UA 5059
150mm
Traditional Weatherboard

UA 4705
175mm
Vertical Weatherboard

UA 5104
185mm
Full Corrugated Weatherboard

UA 8010
190mm
Standard Weatherboard

AP = 444mm
PP = 194mm

AP = 425mm
PP = 214mm

AP = 540mm
PP = 242mm

AP = 619mm
PP = 271mm

AP = 523mm
PP = 223mm
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ULLTRACLAD
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SCALE 1 : 1

SCALE 1 : 1

STARTER STRIP

UA 4863
Vertical Board Starter Strip

UA 4862
Starter Strip

AP = 280mm
PP = 45mm

AP = 228mm
PP = 22mm

JAMB CLIP

UA 5833
30mm Soffit Clip Top

UA 6478
200mm
Shadoline Weatherboard

UA 10942
200mm
Shadoline 100 Weatherboard

UA 10943
200mm
Infinity Weatherboard

AP = 599mm
PP = 271mm

AP = 622mm
PP = 283mm

AP = 587mm
PP = 239mm
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UA 10627A
Jamb Sill Clip Base
AP = 219mm
PP = 36mm

UA 5832
60mm Soffit Clip Top

UA 10627A
Jamb Sill Clip Base

UA 10627A
Jamb Sill Clip Base

30mm & 60mm Soffit Clip clips into Jamb Base

SCALE 1 : 1

SCALE 1 : 1

UA 5833
30mm Soffit Clip Top
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UA 5832
60mm Soffit Clip Top

WINDOW FLASHING

UA 5831
Soffit Clip Base

UA 5831
Soffit Clip Base

30mm & 60mm Soffit Clip clips into Soffit Clip Base

CORNER FLASHING
UA 10626A
55mm Head Flashing

UA 4533
Window Head Flashing

UA 4532
Window Flashing

AP = 282mm
PP = 125mm

AP = 249mm
PP = 91mm

AP = 214mm
PP = 45mm

SOFFIT CLIP
UA 7094
Female Internal/External Corner Flashing

UA 7095
Male Internal/External Corner Flashing

AP = 257mm
PP = 92mm

AP = 147mm
PP = 55mm

UA 7094
External Corner
UA 7095
Internal Corner

UA 5833
30mm Soffit Clip Top

UA 5832
60mm Soffit Clip Top

UA 5831
Soffit Clip Base

AP = 119mm
PP = 37mm

AP = 189mm
PP = 72mm

AP = 198mm
PP = 22mm
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UA 7094
External Corner

UA 7095
Internal Corner

Male internal corner clips into Female external corner

SCALE 1 : 1
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PROFILES
BOARD JOINTER

UA 6324
Board Jointer Base

UA 7096
Board Jointer Top

AP = 268mm
PP = 0mm

AP = 184mm
PP = 65mm

Top board jointer clips into Base jointer
UA 7096
Board Jointer Top

UA 6324
Board Jointer Base

LOCATOR CLIP

UA 4535
Locator Clip
AP = 105mm
PP = 0mm
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Ulltraclad head flashing

Cut channel on both sides
to 70mm. Turn down channel
floor 90° and trim back to 20mm

20mm upstand on jamb flashing to
tuck behind head flashing upstand
Ulltraclad jamb flashing

*Note: Ulltraclad Head Flashing to extend 80mm past edge of window or door joinery.
Building wrap and flashing tape omitted for clarity.

Building wrap

Building wrap
carefully cut to
suit pipe

Square of flexible flashing
tape to a minimum of 100mm
outside of pipe. Ensure seal
with pipe bandage

Pipe to have minimum
of 5° fall to outside
Ulltraclad weatherboard
over flashing tape,
carefully cut to suit pipe.
Seal with PVC flange
and flexible sealant

Ulltraclad© weatherboards

Flashing tape or extra layer of
building wrap over flashing

Selected
roofing

ll

Fa

Flexible flashing tape
bandage minimum 25mm
wide all round pipe

Flashing upstand behind
building wrap
Apron flashing with tapered
stop-end. Weatherboards to be
carefully cut over stopend & sealed
End of spouting must finish
10mm minimum clear of
weatherboards

Soffit
Fascia board

Selected spouting

SUB FRAME
MAXIMUM 600mm
CENTRES

600 centre

A

600 centre

UA5831 & UA5832
2 piece soffit clip
B

UA4535
locator clip

UA4535
locator clip
C
UA5059
traditional board

UA4862
board starter
ALTERNATIVE:
UA4863
vertical board
starter

D
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